
 

Installation Instructions 
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 
 

Model#: 30039 
Lamp Replacement: All wattage of compact fluorescent lamps  
 
WARNING 
x Installation must be performed by a qualified licensed electrician 
x Before installation, turn off the main power at the circuit breaker 

CAUTION: 
x Use safety precautions. Always handle lamp by its base 
x To prevent electric shock, do not insert any objects through openings or  

attempt to open the adapter 
NOTE: 
x Take the fixture and the screw pack from the box, make sure that no parts are 

missing by referencing the illustrations on the installation diagram 
 

FIXTURE INSTALLATION: 
1) Remove the screws(10) and take apart the acrylic lens(8) and the lens ring(9).  

2) Tighten the crossbar(1) to the conjunction box using the 2 mounting screws(2)  

provided. Pull the existing electrical wires out of the conjunction box.  

3) Connect the supply leads from the electrical outlet box to the fixture wire leads using  

the wire nuts(5) provided in your screw pack as per the diagram. Make sure the  

“black lead” from the fixture goes to the “black supply lead”, and the “white lead”  

from the fixture goes to the “white supply lead”. Thread wires to green ground  

screw(3)  

4) Place the sconce base(7) against the wall to have the mounting threaded screw(4)  

passing through the fixed hole on the base. Tighten it with the cap nuts(11) provided.  

5) Screw on GU24 base compact fluorescent lamp(6) into the socket. Hold the lamp by  

its base, insert the pins into the 2 curved slots of the lamp socket and twist clockwise  

until the lamp is locked in.  

6) Place the acrylic lens(8) over the fixture base. Place the lens ring(9) over the lens.  

Secure the lens with the screws(10).  

7) Restore power to the electrical outlet box to make sure your fixture is working  

properly.   
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